
LOW POWER 2-OF-3-VALUED CMOS SELF-CHECKING CIRCUITS

Abstract

Two new schemes for the implementation of

self-checking binary logic systems are proposed

which utilize low power 2-of-3-valued CMOS logic

"| circuits. While 2-of-3-valued circuits are in-
herently ternary, only two of their three logic

values are used in norma] operation. The third

(middle) logic value is used for self-checking

and testing. To evaluate these circuits an

“open-short-conducting® fault model for CMOS

. circuits is developed. All the single faults in

ca these circuits are studied and classified into

four types, named mid-seeking, quasi-mid-seeking,

mid-rejecting, and masked. The conclusions

reached for 2-of-3-valued circuits in previous

papers apply to these new circuits as well.

Finally a comparison between implementation

schemes is made on the basis of the size of the

fault set each produces.

| 1. Introduction

a One important application of multiple-valued

ie logic is the creation of self-checking binary
5 logic systems using ternary circuits (1), (2),

a (3). In (1), a particular kind of ternary circuit

with special properties was proposed, For this

| circuit, called a 2-of-3-valued circuit, two of

the three logic values provided are used as normal

binary working values, while the surplus third

logic value (the middle value) is used for self-

checking and testing. In (1), 2-of-3-valued

combinational systems were studied. Reference (4)

extended the study to 2-of-3-valued synchronous

sequential systems. There it was proved that the

use of 2-of-3-valued circuits can improve system

reliability and simplify fault detection pro-

cedures.
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In this paper two new schemes to implement 2-

of-3-valued circuits based on a low power CMOS

technology (5) are proposed. An "open-short-

conducting" fault model for these CMOS circuits is

developed. All of the single faults in these cir-

cuits are studied and classified into four types:

mid-seeking, quasi~mid-seeking, mid-rejecting, and ®
masked. The conclusions made for earlier 2-of-3-

valued circuits demonstrated in (1) and (4) still

apply for these new 2-of~3-valued implementations.

Finally, a comparison between schemes is made on

the basis of the size of each fault set.

Il. The 2-of-3-Valued Circuits e ;

The first scheme for implementing 2-of-3-valu-

ed circuits was proposed in (1). These circuits in §

are ternary logic circuits working in binary mode tgs

utilizing the two extreme logic values. The middle oS

logic value is available for self~checking and

testing.

In this section some important concepts and

conclusions for 2-of-3-valued circuits will be

reviewed. They are extracted from the original

derivations in (1) and (4).

For compatibility with binary logic, 2-of-3-

valued logic operators are defined in what follows.

In each definition, variables x, y+ Q, where Q is

the set of logic values, Q={0,4,1}. Let N={0,1}

and E={4} be disjoint subsets of Q. Fal i

Definition 1}

The Negation operator is defined as:

xel-x, e

where "-"" is arithmetic subtraction. The truth

table of the Negation operator is given in Table 1.

The circuit implementing the Negation operator wil}

be called an Inverter.

0 1

s 4s
1 0

Table 1



Definition 2

The NAND operator is defined as:

x°y=1-min(x,y),

where "min(x,y)" implies the choice of the smaller

of x and y. The truth table of the NAND is given

in Table 2.

a
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Table 2

Note from Tables 1 and 2 that when the input

lies in N={0,1} the truth tables revert to those

of conventional binary algebra.

In 2-of-3-valued circuits, all single faults

can be classified as one of four types: mid-

seeking, quasi-mid-seeking, mid-rejecting, and

masked. Definitions follow:

Assume that the number of inputs of a circuit

G is m. With an input vector x, ard a fault f,

the output of the circuit G is denoted as G(y,f).

Correspondingly the output of fault-free circuit

G is denoted as G(x,4).

Definition 3

A fault £ is a mid-seeking fault if

(ayenTMG(x, 4) cE] M vxeQTM (G(x, 4) =6(x 6) VG(x,F) EE)

In other words, for a mid-seeking fault, two condi-

tions should be met simultaneously: first that

there exists at least one normal input vector, such

that the output of the faulty gate is '; and

second, that for all possible input vectors, the

output of the faulty gate is either correct or }.

Definition 4

A fault # is a quasi-mid-seeking fault, if

{aXen"G(x F) cE} MaxeQTM (G(x, F)#G( x16) AG(x#)4E] }.

Note here, that for a quasi-mid-seeking fault,

there are also two conditions. The first condition

is the same as that for a mid-seeking fault. The

second condition is the negation of the second

condition for a mid-seeking fault.

Definition 5

A fault # is a mid-rejecting fault, if

vxcQTM C(x, F)¢E.

In other words, for a gate having a mid-

rejecting fault, the output will never be $.

Definition 6

A fault £ is a masked fault, if

¥xcQm G(x, 4) =6(x08)

In other words, for a gate having a masked

fault, the output remains correct.

Now some definitions related to the self-

checking concept will be provided. For these defi-

nitions, assume G is a logic circuit with m inputs

and n outputs. F is the set of faults considered.

A logic circuit G is self-testing for F, if

vEeF ayenTM G(y, FEN",

That is, for all considered faults, there

exists at least one normal input vector, such that

the output vector of the circuit is abnormal.

Definition 8

A logic circuit G is fault secure for F, if

VFeF VEN G(x ,4)=6(x,6) }V{G(X EN").

That is, for all faults considered, and for

all normal input vectors, the output vectcr of the

circuit is either correct or abnormal.

A logic circuit is totally self-checking for

F, if

1) it is self-testing for F, and

2) it is fault secure for F.

As provided in (1), for mid-seeking and quasi-

mid-seeking faults, the 2-of-3-valued combinational

system satisfies the following theorem:

Theorem 1

For any mid-seeking and quasi-mid-seeking

fault, any irredundant combinational logic network

which consists of 2-of-3-valued Inverters and NAND

gates is totally self-checking.

As proved in (4), for mid-seeking faults in a

2-of-3-valued synchronous sequential system the

following theorem applies:



Theorem 2

If both output Z and internal state Y (or Z

and next-state W) are observable, then for any mid-

seeking fault, a 2~of-3-valued synchronous sequen-

tial machine is totally self-checking.

In (1), it was also proved that a 2-of-3-

valued combinational system is fault secure for all

masked faults, and easily testable for all mid-

rejecting faults.

Similarly, a 2-of~3-valued synchronous sequen-

tial system is fault secure for all masked faults.

However in a 2-of-3-valued synchronous sequential

system both quasi-mid-seeking and mid-rejecting

faults should be treated as hardcore and must be

tested off-line.

III. Low Power CMOS 2-of-3-Valued Circuits

In this section, 2 schemes for the implemen-

tation of low power CMOS 2~of-3-valued circuits

will be proposed. They are modified versions of a

low power CMOS ternary family introduced earlier

(5).

Scheme 1

Figure 1 is a 2-of-3-valued inverter utilizing

a centre-tapped power supply. The input and output

can take on values -V, 0, and +V. These correspond

to logic values 0, 's, and 1 respectively.

For proper operation it is necessary to

arrange that the power supplies (-V and +V) and the

thresholds of the MOSFETs (Va) meet the following

criteria:

V<V,<2V.

With input yx=-V, P conducts, N cuts off, and the

output becomes x=+V. When x=0, both P and N cut

off at which time the output takes on value 0 as

supplied through R, and R,. When x=+V, P cutts

off, N conducts, and the Output becomes yx=-V. In

this circuit, 2 resistors, R, and R,, are used in

parallel to improve the fault detection capability.
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Fig...2

Fig. 2 shows a 2-of-3-valued NAND gate. The

working principle is similar to that of the Inver-

ter. The circuit in Fig. 2 can be augmented with

additional inputs.

Scheme 2

Fig. 3 is a second 2-of-3-valued Inverter,

utilizing only two power supply connections. Note

that the connection of R, and R, differs from that

in Fog. 1. As a result the powér supply require-
ment is reduced from a need for matched supplies to

a requirement for only a single one. However, in

this circuit RQ, and Ry have to be matched.

The required relationship between V and Vp is

<ASV, Vv.

The operation of this circuit is similar to that of

the circuit of Fig. 1. The corresponding NAND gate

is shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 3



Each of these gates has been built and tested

using 4007, 4069, and 4011 IC's with power supply

V=1V and R)=R,=50K.

IV. Fault Analysis

Before we proceed to fault analysis it is

necessary to establish a fault model: first of all

the conventional single fault assumption is adopted,

that is, that at any instant there exists at most

one fault.

It is considered that a fault may be either a

resistor fault or a transistor fault. A resistor

fault results in either a resistor short condition

or a resistor open condition. A transistor fault

results in one of the following three conditions:

source-drain (SD) shorted, SD open, or SD always

conducting. Further such a fault is assumed to

derive from explicit device interconnection fail-

ures. As shown by Fig. 5, if any one of the con-

nections S, D, and G is open or if any two of them

are shorted, the equivalent effect will be one of

the three fault conditions: SD short, SD open, or

SD always conducting*. The two conditions of SD

short and SD always conducting are distinguished

in view of the fact that for SD always conducting

the equivalent SD resistance is not zero.

* It has to be noted that there could be a fourth

condition, that is, SD always cut off. However

in this case the current is so small that it can

be considered as zero. Thus SD always cut off is

considered equivalent to SD open.

D open SD open

S open SD open

G open SD open

or SD conducting

DG short SD conducting

GS short SD open

SD short SD short

Fig. 5

With the fault model described, the fault

characteristics of the new 2-of-3-valued circuits

can be evaluated. The results of analysis (and

experimental verification) are shown in Tables 3, 4,

5, and 6, for Inverter 1, Inverter 2, NAND l, and

NAND 2, respectively.

In these tables, the notation "S" is used to

denote a resistor short or a transistor SD short,

"O" is used to denote a resistor open or a transi-

stor SD open, and "C" is used to denote a transi-

stor which is always conducting.
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Furthermore, following Definitions 3, 4, 5,

and 6, all single faults have been classified into

one of the four types.

As mentioned in Section IT, for mid-seeking

faults, both 2-of-3-valued combinational systems

and 2-of-3-valued synchronous sequential systems

are totally self-checking. Accordingly our goal is

to arrange to make the set of mid-seeking faults as

large as possible.

For quasi-mid-seeking faults, only the 2-of-3-

valued combinational system is totally self-checking.

In a 2-of-3-valued synchronous sequential system,

quasi-mid-seeking faults must be treated as hard-

core. On the other hand, in both the combinational

system and synchronous sequential system mid-

rejecting faults must be tested off-line. Thus

quasi-mid-seeking faults are preferable to mid-

rejecting faults.

Since masked faults do not produce errors

immediately at the system output, they are undetect-

able by conventional means. They can however be

detected using other techniques utilizing power

supply current measurement. Since the accumulation

of masked faults will ultimately produce errors,

they must be analysed carefully.

In the inverter shown in Fig. l, there are two

masked faults, and R If only one of them

has occurred, the system pete to operate

correctly. However if both and Ro occur, and

input x=} is applied, then eal & x becomes floating
(indeterminate) instead of 4. When the circuit is

under test, this constitutes an error. Furthermore

this will cause the circuit to lose its self-testing

ability. In other words, if a third fault occurs,

even a mid-seeking fault, the system is not self-

testing.

For the NAND gate shown in Fig. 2, the situa-

tion is similar. However the inverter shown in Fig.

3, and the NAND gate shown in Fig. 4, have no masked

faults.

Vv. Scheme Comparison

To provide a meaningful comparison ot the tee

schemes for self-checking Circuits, some quantita-

tive measures appropriate to 2-of-$-valued cirenit-

are required.

Such has been the attempe by Lu in (6), in

which some measures for self-checking Circuits are

defined. However they not suited

valued circuits.

are for rote de

Thus a different approach based

on the size of the four fault sets has been adopt-

ed. For each fault set, a self-checking factor

is assigned. For mid-seeking faults, the selt-

checking factor C, takes value 1 since the «irs uit

is totally self-checking. Likewise, for mid-

rejecting faults, the self-checking factor ow.

be O since the circuit is not selt-checking © bor
quasi-mid-seeking faults, the self-cheeking taste

C_ cakes on a value smaller than Ly, vet larger th

of

For masked faults, the value of the selt-

checking factor c.. varies from a nevative vale

(see below) to a Positive value less than 1 dey

ing on the situation. If the svstem is used

environment in which periodic off-line test ais

impossible and the mission time is quite short

masked faults are preferred to mid-rejqecting

and quasi-mid-seeking faults, since they do

cause an error at the output. Thus, v_ ¢

other hand,

and the mission time is quite long

ing and quasi-mid-seeking faults are

because masked faults are more ditticult

even in an off-line manner and bee arise

lation of masked faults will ultimately a4

errors. In this situation, C_-C , requiriin

it takes on a negative value.”

then

G8

the two schemes preNow let us compare

in Section IIL.

For the case in which the periodic

test is impossible and the mission time

short, the following values are ed:

C. =0.6, C_=0.3, and C p7o- Note the

values “ara somewhat afbitrary.

dss

that

The self-checking factor for the
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For NAND 2, N=l6, No=4, No=4, N=8, and N.-0.

4 a,
Thus, Calxye +0. 3x7¢ +0 +0 = 0.325

Obviously on this basis, scheme | is better

than scheme 2 when off-line test is impossible and

mission time is quite short.

However, if periodic off-line test is

possible and the mission time is quite long, the

following values can be assigned: C=], Coes
s

Cc =0, and c770.3 in which case: For Inverter lL,

4 2
fale +(- ——C=lxp5+0+0 (-0.3)x75 0.34

For Inverter 2,

1x2 =
C=lxyp+0+0 0 052:

For the NAND l,

a6 4 2.
C=lx75 + 0. 3x7¢ 0. 3x7g = 0.41.

For the NAND 2,

Calxge + 0.3477 + 0 +0 = 0.325.

Thus even for this situation, scheme 1 is

still better than scheme 2. However it should be

noted that scheme 2 requires only a single power

supply. As well scheme 2 has no masked faults.

Thus in these respects scheme 2 may be preferred to

scheme 1.

II. Conclusions

In this paper, the important concepts of

2-of-3-valued circuits are reviewed and two new

schemes for implementing 2-of-3-valued circuits

are proposed. An “open-short-conducting" fault

model is developed. Fault analysis is persued

using this model. Finally a quantitative measure

based on the size of each fault set is proposed.

Two new schemes are compared using this method.
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